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In this note we study the relationship between the vanishing of Ext 1 (A(A), A(A)) 
and the existence of a regular basis in the Khthe space A(A). We construct an 
example of a nuclear Khthe space A(A) with no regular basis and such that 
Extl(A(A), A(A)) = 0. Then we show that for some classes of g6the  spaces 
A(A), the vanishing of Extl(A(A), A(A)) yields a regular basis for A(A). 
I n t r o d u c t i o n  
In [7], the K6the spaces A(A) with property (DN) and satisfying the condition 
Ext I(A(A), A(A)) = 0 have been completely characterized. As a by-product of 
this characterization it follows that such spaces always have regular bases. It was 
believed that in this result the condition (DN) was superfluous. In this note we 
give an example of a nuclear K6the space A(A) such that Extl(A(A), A(A)) = 0, 
but A(A) has no regular basis. However we show that if A(A) is a direct sum 
or tensor product of two Dragilev spaces (defined by functions with comparable 
growth rates) and Extl(A(A), A(A)) = 0, then A(A) has a regular basis. We also 
show that the same conclusion holds if A(A) is a direct sum or tensor product 
of a (DN) space and a regular space with property (~). 
Notation and terminology 
For the terminology not defined here we refer the reader to Dubinsky [4] and 
Vogt [11]. 
In the sequel we shall assume that all Khthe spaces A(A) are Fr~chet and 
Schwartz, i.e. A = (a/k) is such that for all i,k 6 IN = {1,2 , . . .}  we have 
0 < a~ < a/k+l and for all k, liml a~/a~ +1 = O. 
The condition (S;) (called (S*) in [8]) was defined in [11] by Vogt. Let A(A) 
and A(B) be two Khthe spaces. The pair (A(A), A(B)) is said to satisfy the 
condition (S;) (briefly (A(A), A(B)) 6 (S~)) if the following holds: 
n~ /
Vlz3no, kVK, m3n, SVi , j :  ai--~-m < S m a x ( a n  ai b ] -  b'; 9 
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It is easy to see that  this condition is equivalent to the following 
a K ( a~  a ~ )  
V u 3 k V I f 3 n 3 i 0 , j 0 V i > i 0 ,  V j > / 0 :  ~ < m a x \ b ~ : ,  b] " 
It was shown in [11] and [8] that (~(A), ~(B)) satisfies (S;) if and only if 
Extl(~(A),  ~(B)) = 0 if and only if every short exact sequence 0 --+ ~(S)  
F ---* )~(A) ---* 0 of Fr~chet spaces splits. 
The conditions (DN) and (~) were defined by Vogt [10] and Wagner [12] to 
characterize subspaces and quotients of nuclear and stable power series spaces 
of infinite type and finite type respectively. Here we state KSthe space versions 
of these conditions which in this case turn out to be the same as the conditions 
(dl) and (d~) of Dragilev [3]. A gSthe space ~(A) is said to have the property 
(DN) if 3n0 Vm 3n, C > 0 Vi: (a[n) 2 < Ca~~ 
( ~ ) i f V p 3 q V k 3 C > 0 V i :  C(a~) ~> k p a i a i . 
A Khthe space )~(A) is said to be regular if for all i and k, a~+l/a~ < 
ak+l / .k  and it is called pseudo regular if i+l I t*i+l 
ai <M.EL. Vp 3q Vr > q 3s > p 3M > O : i <- J =~ aq - -  af 
Regularity was defined in [3] and pseudo regularity in [2]. It is obvious that  
pseudo regularity is weaker than regularity (it is not known whether it is strictly 
weaker.) 
In [2], it was shown that if ~ = ~(A) is a nuclear, pseudo regular Khthe 
space, then 6(,~) = $ 9 Sx. Here 6()~) denotes the diametral dimension of 
(see [1]) and Sx is the Khthe dual (or a-dual) of ,~. It is well-known that if 
)~ is nuclear, then ~f($) C 6(s) where s denotes the space of rapidly decreasing 
sequences, i.e. s = )~(B) where b~ = expk log i  and 6(s) = s. Hence for a 
nuclear, pseudo regular Khthe space ~ = $(A) we have $ 9 Sx C s and this last 
condition is equivalent to the following: 
a k el  log i 
VkVs  s u p - -  < c o .  
(See proof of (3.3) and (5.1) (i) in [9].) 
L](a ,  r)-spaces (also called Dragilev spaces) were introduced in [3]. Let f : 
fi --. R be an odd, strictly increasing, logarithmically convex function (i.e. 
log o f  o exp is convex), a = (ai) be an exponent sequence, i.e. 0 < ai /z  oo, 
rk z z r where r = - 1 , 0 , 1  or oo. Then L!(a,r)  is defined as the KSthe space 
A(A) generated by the matrix a~ = exp f(rkai). If f is logarithmically convex, 
then it satisfies one of the following conditions: 
Va > 1, lin~-..oo f ( a z ) / f ( z )  = or In this case f is called rapidly increasing, 
Va > 1, lirn=-.oo f ( a x ) / f ( z )  < o0. In this case f is called slowly increasing. 
When f is slowly increasing L! (a, r) is isomorphic to a power series space and 
without loss of any generality we can take f = identity. 
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If  f and g are two functions as in the definition of Dragilev spaces, we write 
f >- g or g -~ f if g - i f  is a rapidly increasing function, 
f ~ g if g - i f  and f - l g  are bo th  logari thmically convex and slowly increasing. 
T h e  e x a m p l e  
First we construct  a nuclear Khthe space )~(A) with no pseudo regular basis and 
with the proper ty  tha t  Ext l (A(A),  ~(A)) = 0. 
P r o p o s i t i o n  1. Let (~i) be any sequence such that 0 < ~i /2 oo and the set of 
co finite limit points of the set {c~i/o~j : i , j  E N} is bounded. Let N = Uu=lNu be a 
partition of N into pairwise disjoint infinite sets N~. Let rk /2  oo and a~ "~ 0. 
For each i E N, let u = u(i) be the unique index such that i E N~. Let 
p~ = {  rk i f u < k  
- ~  if k < u 
and set a ik = exp pikcq. Then Extl(k,(A), ),(A)) = 0. 
Proof. Ext l (A(A),  A(A)) = 0 if and only if VI~ 3k VK 3n 3io,jo :Vi > i0, 
vj >j0 
either (I): c~_j_j < p~ - pK or (II):  pK _ p~ < a_zj 
. ,  - p ;  - - - . ,  
holds. 
Let 0 < a _< A < oo be such that  if a is any finite non-zero limit point  of  
the set { a i / ~ j  : i , j  E N} then a _< c~ < A. 
f f  k o" k 
l < a .  
rk +cr~' a ~ a k  ] 
rn -- rK rn -- rK rn + ffK rn + CrK rn + aK ~ 
rK + f f k '  •k - - f fK '  rK --rk  ~ rK +r f f k - - -~K)  
Given #, we choose k so that  
max - -  , 
r k 7"# 
Given K,  we choose n so tha t  
A < min (r_pn - r___K, 
\ rK -- rk 
Given i and j ,  assume i E Nu and j E Nv. We have several possibilities for 
the posit ions of u and v. If  u _< k, v < #, then 
(I): ~__AJ < r , -  r______gg, (II): r / < -  r_____A~ _ < ~j_ 
Oli rK - -  rk rk - -  r ~  o q  
In general if u < n and v is arbi t rary  we have 
,,(I~: ~" _< r ,  . . . .  
Oq . . .  
and by our  choice of  n for all values of  i and j for which a j / a i  accumulate  
about  a finite limit point, (I) holds. For the others (II) holds. 
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If  n < u, then (II)  becomes (a~ - a K ) / ( "  ") < a j / a i  and by our choice of  k, 
for all values of  i and j for which aj /cq  accumula te  about  a l imit  point which is 
bigger than  or equal to a, (II) holds. For the other  values of i and j ,  (I) holds. 
[] 
E x a m p l e .  Let (in) be a subsequence of N such tha t  lirnn-..~ log in+i~ log in = 
c~. I f  ( i , )  is such a sequence then for all large n we have i ,  >_ n n. Let i0 = 0 
and define 
e e i = c q . = l o g i n  for i n - l + l < i < i , ,  n = 1 , 2 , . . . .  
Let 
N i = { i : i # i n ,  n = l , 2 , . . . } ,  N ' l = { i n : n = l , 2 , . . .  } 
and par t i t ion  l~t~ into pairwise disjoint infinite sets NI2 U NI3 U . . .  
Since the set { ~ J % )  has only three l imit  points  (r, amely  0, 1 and oo), 
the KSthe space A(A) defined as in Proposi t ion 1 has the p roper ty  tha t  
E x t l ( ) ~ ( a ) , A ( a ) )  = 0. Now we show tha t  A(A) is nuclear. For this observe 
the following: 
(i) Vc > O, E n % l  1 oo n-- ~~ v z .  < ~ . = 1  < ~ .  
O0 ~,, I O0 tn -- ~n--I < 
(ii) Vc > 1, ~ l~a = E , = i E i = i . _ , + i  - E , = i  e~=,. Ei=I e e c o t i  - -  
o o  
Given k we find g such tha t  rl  > rk + 1. I f  i E N,, we have 
1 i f u  < k  a k. e (rt-rk)~ - -  
, _ 1 i f k < u < g  
a-~i -- e(rL+ak )c,i 
1 if g <  U. 
e(ak-a~)ai 
Then  for u > 2 we have 
and so 
a l <  1 
a~ - e ( ~ - ~ , ) ~ ,  
~ a ~  < ~---, 1 c~ 1 
a . ,  _ . , i = l  a~ -- e(r'-r~) o' + y~" e(~k-~,)~, .  < ~ '  
i E N I  n = l  
Finally we show t h a t  A(A) does not have a pseudo regular basis. I f  it did 
we would have 
a k e g log i 
V k V ~ 3 r n :  s u p - - - C < ~ .  a~ n 
Let k = g = 1. Given any m > k, let u > m. Then  
a/ke g log i 
sup - -  -- sup e t l ~  = sup e ( g - ( a k - a ' ~ ) ) l ~  = CO. 
iEN. a~n i e N .  i e N .  
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S o m e  obse rva t ions  
Next we indicate some cases in which the vanishing of Exti(A(A), A(A)) yields 
a regular basis for )~(A). 
T h e o r e m  1. Let A(A) and A(B) be Schwartz regular Kd'the spaces with A(A) 
having property (DN) and )~(B) having property (-~). If  Extl(A(B), A(A)) = 0, 
then A(A) @ )~(B) and )~(A)~A(B)  have regular bases, 
Proof. After a suitable standardization (see [8]) we may assume that 
b] (b~ -1 b~+l~ 
a-~ < max ~a~_l,  ai ~ ] (1) 
k-i~k+i i i (2) (a~) 2 ~_ a i ui , al = 
> _ - :  _j , b ~ = l  (3) 
for all k, i and j .  
Let (e~) (resp. (f/)) be the natural basis vectors in ,X(A) (resp. ,~(B)). The 
rearrangement of the sequence of vectors el, f l ,e2, f2 , . . ,  corresponding to a 
al, bl, a2, b2,.., is easily seen to nondecreasing rearrangement of the sequence 2 2   
produce a regular basis of A(A) @ A(B). 
Next we consider A(A)~,~)~(B) which is isomorphic to ,X(C) where c/~j = 
k k We let a i bj. 
: = n X n \ z .  I = {(i, j ) :  a i _ 
For (i, j )  E I by (1) we have 
~i__t__ < l~__ 
a~ - bj 
hence because of (2) and (3) 
_ l + l  hk+l 
~'i.._L_ < L~_j~. 
and s o  
for all k 
for all t, k (4) 
a~ _< b~ for all k 
and therefore 
b] ~_ a~b] <_ b~ .k. 
For ( i , j )  E J,  because of (2) and (3) we have the reverse inequality for (4), 
hence 
a i a i b j  ~ a i o i 
So A(C) ~_ ,~(C1) (9 ,~(C2) where A(Cx) has property (DN), ,~(C2) has property 
(~) and Extl()~(C2),)~(Ci)) = 0. This leads us to the first case. n 
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Since for a K6the space $(A) with (DN) from Extl(A(A), ,~(A)) = 0 it follows 
that  ~(A) has a regular basis (see [7]), we immediately obtain the following 
Corollary. 
Co ro l l a ry .  Let )~(A) and A(B) be Schwartz g6"the spaces with properties (DN) 
and (-~) respectively. Assume Extl()~(A) @ A(B), ~(A) (9 ~(B)) = 0 and )~(B) 
has a regular basis. Then )~(A) @ A(B) and A(A)~ ,A(B)  have regular bases. 
If E = n/(a,  r) and F = Lg(b, s) are two Dragilev spaces such that  f -~ g or 
f ~- g or f ~ g, then complete characterizations for ExtZ(E, F)  = 0 have been 
given by Hebbecker [5] (see also [6]). By using these characterizations and a 
proof similar to that  of Theorem 1 we obtain the following. 
T h e o r e m  2. Let E = Lf (a , r )  and F = ng(b,s ) be two Dragilev spaces such 
that either f ~ g or f ~- g or f ~ g and ExtZ(E @ F , E  (g F) = O. Then E (g F 
and E ~ , F  have regular bases. 
We wish to thank the referee for simplifying the proof of Theorem 1. 
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